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ABSTRACT

even make us cry. This paper focuses on three aspects of the complex human experience of music listening: neural (how the brain
responds to music), physiological (how the body responds to music),
and emotional (how people report happiness or sadness during music listening). By computationally analyzing how music influences
these three modes, we present a more complete picture of music’s
role in human experience. We apply a set of multivariate time series
(MTS) prediction models to neural, physiological, and subjective
responses, using auditory features as predictors. We compare these
models and comment on what auditory features are important for
these predictions. We hypothesized that attention models, which
nonlinearly synthesize aural information from previous points in a
song, would be best at predicting these responses.
There are many open research questions in music perception. For
example, how can we model phase synchronizations in the brain
during instrumental music listening? Is it possible to correlate other
involuntary processes, like galvanic skin response and heart rate,
with musical features? Can human responses be better modeled
using autoregressive models? Can we predict affective response at
a highly granular level in order to pinpoint specific times in a song
that elicit an emotional response?
We use MTS prediction models to answer some of these open
questions. We measure many subjects to get a better understanding
of how humans react to music at various bio-behavioral levels.
Finally, we use machine learning models with regularization and
attention to identify particular features in music that are relevant
to subjective human-reported emotion responses.
This work is helpful in identifying what elements of music affect
us most profoundly. It also offers more insight into how we feel
emotion while listening to music. This work can inform myriad
applications, including music emotion recognition and music information retrieval, as well as basic research in neuroscience and
psychology.

Music has a powerful influence on human experience. In this paper, we investigate how music affects brain activity, physiological
response, and human-reported behavior. Using auditory features
related to dynamics, timbre, harmony, rhythm, and register, we
predicted brain activity in the form of phase synchronizations in
bilateral Heschl’s gyri and superior temporal gyri; physiological
response in the form of galvanic skin response and heart activity;
and emotional experience in the form of continuous, subjective
descriptions reported by music listeners. We found that using multivariate time series models with attention mechanisms are effective
in predicting emotional ratings, while vector-autoregressive models
are effective in predicting involuntary human responses. Musical
features related to dynamics, register, rhythm, and harmony were
found to be particularly helpful in predicting these human reactions. This work adds to our understanding of how music affects
multimodal human experience and has applications in affective
computing, music emotion recognition, neuroscience, and music
information retrieval.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Music is universally enjoyed perhaps because of the power it has to
move us. Listening to music can boost our mood, give us chills, and
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Neural Response
Many studies have investigated music’s effect on the human brain.
Toiviainen et al. suggest that the auditory cortex is involved in
the processing of musical features during continuous listening to
music [51]. Others found that musical features related to timbre
and rhythm are processed in the superior temporal gyrus (STG)
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2.4

and Heschl’s gyrus [41, 48]. It has also been shown that consonant
music engages different brain structures from dissonant music [27].
Some have looked at the unfolding of musical emotions and their
temporal attributes [48].
Other papers have looked at brain connectivity for identifying
the structures that correlate with music listening [35]. Studies have
explored emotion recognition from brain signals using higher order
crossings [36, 37]. Intersubject correlations of listeners have been
useful for brain mapping during listening [55].
In our study, we look at phase synchronizations in bilateral Heschl’s gyri and superior temporal gyri (STG) to identify how we
process basic auditory information, as in [18]. In the past, brain
activity has been determined using logistic regression models [40].
In this study, we use autoregressive models to predict intersubject
phase synchronizations. These models integrate auditory information from already-perceived stimuli to make predictions. We
hypothesize that models like these will be effective in predicting
fMRI phase synchronizations, as studies show that hemodynamic
lag in fMRI studies is about five seconds [50]. Modeling involuntary
responses in this way might tell us more about how humans respond to music listening, and what features of music are responsible
for specific neural patterns.

2.2

Physiological Response

Studies in the past have also investigated physiological responses
in subjects as they listen to music. Some researchers have predicted
heart rate [14, 38, 39] and some have predicted skin conductance
response (SCR) using musical or audio features [13, 25].
These studies variedly have predicted physiological response
minute by minute, song by song, or session by session. In this study,
we use MTS models to determine how our bodies react to music at
a finer temporal resolution. We are interested in attention models
for this task because they can model nonlinearities and integrate
prior information in our time series data [46]. Music’s effect on
psychophysiological response may not be linear, so using attention
models could be useful for prediction. We report if it is feasible to
model these involuntary human responses at a fine temporal level
and, if so, which auditory features are most responsible for causing
these physiological reactions.

2.3

Multimodal Time Series Modeling

In order to analyze how we experience music at a fine temporal
resolution, it is necessary to model the multimodal measurements
as multivariate time series. Vector autoregression (VAR), a generalization of autoregressive (AR) models, is a well-known model in
MTS forecasting [20]. While effective for some tasks, neither ARbased nor VAR-based models can capture nonlinearity in time series.
For this reason, nonlinear models for time-series forecasting based
on kernel methods [8], ensembles [4], or Gaussian processes [17]
have been introduced. One drawback to these approaches is that
they apply predetermined nonlinearities and may fail to recognize
different forms of nonlinearity for different MTS. Recently, Long
Short-Term Memory systems (LSTMs) [22], variants of recurrent
neural networks (RNNs), have also been employed for MTS forecasting. The long- and short-term time-series network (LSTNet) [30]
was designed specifically for MTS forecasting, with the capability
of jointly modeling hundreds of time series. LST-Net uses CNNs
to capture short-term patterns and LSTM or GRU for memorizing
relatively long-term patterns. Also part of the overall model is traditional autoregression, which helps to mitigate the scale insensitivity
of neural networks. Shih et al. proposed an attention mechanism
which does not need parameter tuning and is adaptable to nonperiodic and nonlinear datasets [46]. While these models have been
used in other MTS tasks, they have not been applied to studies
on music’s effect on human response. We use MTS models with
regularization to determine which auditory features are correlated
with music listening experiences at various levels.

3

DATA COLLECTION

In order to to identify musical stimuli with high affective content, we explored online music streaming sites, such as Spotify and
Last.fm, as well as social media sites such as Reddit and Twitter, for
songs with social tags with the words “happy” or “sad” and their
synonyms. Social tags provided by users of online music streaming
sites have been shown to be an effective method for classifying music based on their emotional content and correlation with acoustic
features known to be associated with a particular emotion [49]. To
minimize any influence of prior exposure to the songs, we selected
songs with “happy” or “sad” tags from the pieces with fewest play
counts. This resulted in a list of 120 pieces: 60 sad pieces and 60
happy pieces, some with lyrics and some without lyrics. Eight human coders listened to 30-second clips from these pieces and rated
whether they conveyed either happiness or sadness. All pieces in
which at least 75% of coders agreed on the intended emotion were
then included in an online survey that was completed by 82 adult
participants via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. The survey included
60-second clips from 27 pieces of music and asked participants to
rate how much they enjoyed the piece, what emotion they felt in
response to the piece (sadness, happiness, calmness, anxiousness,
boredom), and how familiar they were with the piece using a 5point Likert scale. Each participant was presented with only 12
clips of music selected at random to ensure that the Mechanical
Turk workers were not overloaded.
Due to the potential confounds associated with the semantic
information conveyed through the lyrics of a song [5], we only
selected pieces that did not contain lyrics. We additionally excluded

Affective Response

Several approaches have been taken to predict emotions encoded
in and conveyed by music [24]. Researchers have used chords [2],
auditory features [47, 52], and multimodal approaches [19, 23, 43]
in music emotion recognition (MER). Many state-of-the-art MER
systems, such as [54] and [3], have applied machine learning algorithms to relatively short musical selections, using feature sets that
span multiple domains.
A number of emotion classification tasks for music listening
exist in the literature [15, 21, 33, 53]. The present study uniquely
considers emotion expressed in music at a highly-granular level
(40 Hz), and uses information from prior timesteps to predict how
emotion during music listening changes over time. In this paper,
we use MTS models to correlate continuously-rated descriptions of
emotion with musical features.
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pieces that were rated as highly familiar to prevent bias. Based on
these criteria from the survey, we selected three pieces of music
to be used for this study: (1) a shorter piece that reliably induces
sadness (Ólafur Arnalds’s “Fyrsta,” the “sad short song” with duration 256 seconds); (2) a longer piece that reliably induces sadness
(Michael Kamen’s “Discovery of the Camps,” the “sad long song”
with duration 515 seconds); and (3) a piece that reliably induces
happiness (Lullatone’s “Race Against The Sunset,” the “happy song”
with duration 168 seconds). The wav files of these songs were used
for playing to participants and extracting auditory features.

3.1

MP150 system. Each subject listened to each song twice, once rating
for emotion and once rating for enjoyment.2 The order of annotation was counterbalanced. The BIOPAC’s software processed the
galvanic skin response (GSR) as the data was collected, subtracting
out the Tonic Skin Conductance Level (SCL).

3.3

All sixty participants (from the physiological study) were instructed
to listen attentively to the music and simultaneously report changes
in their affective experience using a fader with a sliding scale. Participants continuously reported the intensity of felt emotion, from
0 to 10, depending on which piece was being presented.3 The order
of the pieces was counterbalanced.

Neural Data

A group of 40 healthy, right-handed, adult participants (19 female,
average age 24.3, standard deviation 6.4) was recruited from the
greater Los Angeles community based on responses to an online
survey in which they listened to a 60-second clip of the final three
pieces. Only participants who were not familiar with the pieces of
music and reported feeling happiness during the happy song’s clip
or sadness during the sad song’s clip were asked to participate in
the scanning portion of the study. All participants in this study were
right-handed with normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. All
participants were instructed to listen attentively to the three songs
with their eyes open. The auditory stimuli were presented through
MR-compatible OptoACTIVE headphones with noise cancellation
and the order of the pieces was counterbalanced across participants.

3.4

Auditory Features

Past research suggests that auditory features related to dynamics,
timbre, harmony, rhythm, and register have been correlated with
emotion [26]. Dynamics refer to “loudness” and change in “loudness”
of music, timbre refers to tone quality of music, harmony refers to
musical pitches, rhythm refers to properties of the musical beat,
and register refers to the concentration of frequencies in music.
Seventy-four features that capture dynamics, timbre, harmony,
rhythm, and register were extracted using the MIRtoolbox in Matlab [32] (see Table 1). These features were extracted using a sliding
window with a duration of 50 ms and a step size of 25 ms, similar
to [33].
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) were calculated
with Matlab’s mfcc function [34] using a Hamming window, preemphasis coefficient of .97, frequency range of 100-6400 Hz, 20
filterbank channels, and 22 liftering parameters, similar to [11].
Compressibility was calculated by computing the ratio between the
file size of each window’s wav format and that same window’s mp3
format, after converted with ffmpeg [12]. Key strength is taken as
the maximum value of the 24-dimensional output vector from MIR
Toolbox’s key_strength function. This function outputs a vector
containing the probability that a musical segment is in each major
or minor key. All other features were extracted using MIR Toolbox’s
eponymous functions with default parameters.

3.1.1 MRI Data Acquisition. Imaging was conducted using a 3T Siemens MAGNETOM Trio System with a 32-channel matrix
head coil. Functional images were acquired using multiband and
a gradient echo, echo-planar, T2*-weighted pulse sequence with
repetition time (TR) = 1000 ms, echo time (TE) = 25 ms, flip angle
= 90°, and 64 × 64 matrix. Forty slices covering the entire brain
were acquired with a voxel resolution of 3.0 × 3.0 × 3.0 mm with
no interslice gap. A T1-weighted high-resolution (1 × 1 × 1 mm)
image was also acquired using a three-dimensional magnetizationprepared rapid acquisition gradient (MPRAGE) sequence (TR = 2530
ms, TE = 3.09 ms, flip angle = 10°, 256 × 256 matrix). Two hundred
and eight coronal slices covering the entire brain were acquired
with a voxel resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm.

3.2

Emotion Ratings

4 METHODS
4.1 Neural data

Psychophysiological Recordings

Sixty different healthy adult participants (36 female, average age
19.5, standard deviation 2.9) were recruited from the greater Los
Angeles community based on responses to the same online survey.
Only participants who were not familiar with the pieces of music and reported feeling happiness during the happy song’s clip
or sadness during the sad song’s clip were asked to participate.
Participants had normal hearing and no history of neurological or
psychiatric disorders. None of the participants in the fMRI study
were recruited for this study.1
The auditory stimuli were presented through Sennheiser HD
280 PRO headphones. Heart activity and skin conductance of the
participants were collected during music listening using a BIOPAC

Phase synchronizations were conducted to assess the temporal
dynamics of the Heschl’s gyrus and STG in response to the musical
stimuli. Standard pre-processing steps were conducted on all data
across the entire brain before extracting the time series from the
regions of interest.
4.1.1 Phase Synchronizations. To capture the time-varying patterns of these stimulus-driven responses, we calculated a dynamic
measure of neural synchronization. To avoid issues with selecting an arbitrary window size and to increase the temporal resolution, we used an approach that evaluates blood oxygenation
2 Results

relating to enjoyment ratings are not reported in this paper.
the sad short song and sad long song, 10 indicated “extremely sad” and 1 indicated
“not at all sad.” In the happy song, 10 indicated “extremely happy” and 1 indicated “not
at all happy.”

1 Originally,

3 In

we had intended to use only the fMRI participants for the entire study.
However, after measurement of psychophysiological response, we noticed that artifacts
created by the scanner rendered these recordings unusable.
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Table 1: Auditory Features Used
Feature Name

Type

MFCCs
∆MFCCs
∆∆MFCCs
HCDF
Spectral Flux
Skewness
Kurtosis
LPCs
Chroma
Key Strength
Spread
Key Mode
Centroid
Brightness
Compression Ratio
RMS
Pulse Clarity [31]

Timbre
Timbre
Timbre
Timbre
Timbre
Timbre
Timbre
Timbre
Harmony
Harmony
Harmony
Harmony
Register
Register
Dynamics
Dynamics
Rhythm

Notes
13 Features
13 Features
13 Features

13 Features
10 Features

Figure 1: SCR Plot of one listen of sad short song. SCR spikes
seem to occur after the entrance of new instruments or the
start of a musical crescendo.

Major or Minor

Used ffmpeg

level-dependent (BOLD)-signal similarity across participants by
calculating differences in phasic components of the signal at each
moment in time. The fMRI Phase Synchronization Toolbox was used
to calculate dynamic intersubject phase synchronization (ISPS) [18].
The filtered, preprocessed data was first band-pass filtered through
0.025 Hz (33 s) to 0.09 Hz (~11 s) because the concept of phase
synchronization is meaningful only for narrow-band signals. Using Hilbert transforms, the instantaneous phase information of
the signal was determined and an intersubject phase coefficient
was calculated for each voxel and echo planar image in the time
series by evaluating the phasic difference in the signal for every
pair of participants and averaging. This results in a value between
0 to 1 at each repetition time that represents the degree of phase
synchronization across all participants at that particular image.

4.2

Figure 2: SCR Plot of two listens of the happy song. When
the KDE is constructed with a bandwidth of 8 seconds, the
plots are similar.

4.2.2 Heart Response. Each subject was also measured for heart
activity as they listened to each song twice. Similar to the GSR analysis above, we culled the heart beat arrivals of all participants for
each song and created a KDE with a bandwidth that resulted in the
lowest Kullback-Liebler divergence between the two distributions.
The bandwidth was found to be 0.5 seconds. We then averaged the
two KDEs and resampled the resultant KDE at 40 Hz to line up the
function with auditory features. We removed the first 30 seconds
of data to ensure that the response had stabilized.
We averaged heart rate variability (HRV) to use as another prediction for musical features. We first collected heartbeat arrivals
of all participants for both listens of each song. Then, HRV was
calculated by taking the standard deviation of the interbeat interval
of this collection of heart beat arrivals and averaging this value.
Consistent with [42], we used a window of 40 samples to create
an ultra-short-term HRV measure [45]. We then resampled this at
40 Hz to line up with auditory features. We removed the first 30
seconds of data so that HRV could stabilize.

Physiology Data

4.2.1 Galvanic Skin Response. Each subject from the group of 60
individuals listened to each song twice and their galvanic skin
response was measured twice. We used an SCR tagger [7] to identify each individual’s SCR arrivals for both listens. This software
identifies potential artifacts and plots the SCR spikes, which were
manually inspected for correctness. SCR arrivals were culled into
two separate, collective SCR arrival plots, one for each time each
listen (see Figure 1). We then used a kernel density estimation (KDE)
function [44] with several feasible bandwidths to model both collective arrival plots and chose the bandwidth that had the lowest
Kullback-Liebler divergence [10] between the two KDEs. The best
bandwidth was found to be 8 seconds (See Figure 2). We averaged
the two KDEs and resampled the resultant KDE at 40 Hz to line
up the function with auditory features. We removed the first 30
seconds of data (<18% of each song) so that SCR would stabilize.

4.3

Emotion Ratings

For each song, we averaged the emotion annotation at each time
step across participants. We removed the first 30 seconds of annotations so that annotations could stabilize, as the fader started on
the lowest annotation at the start of each song. We resampled this
signal to 40 Hz to match the auditory features’ sampling frequency.
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Table 2: Feature Index

RESULTS

We trained several baseline and state-of-the-art models for MTS
prediction: AVG (a model which naïvely predicts the average of the
training data), LASSO-T (least squares regression at each timestep
with L1-regularization), Ridge-T (least squares regression at each
timestep with L2-regularization), LASSO-VAR (a distributed lag
model with L1-regularization), Ridge-VAR (a distributed lag model
with L2-regularization), and Temporal Pattern Attention (TPA) [46].
The least squares models use only auditory information at the
timestep of prediction and the VAR models use information before
the timestep of prediction. TPA is an attention model that nonlinearly synthesizes data from previous timesteps. Unlike the other
models, TPA uses both auditory features and response values from
previous timesteps for prediction.
For the LASSO and Ridge models, the regularization parameters
tried were 10i and 5 × 10i for i ∈ [−7, −6, ...6, 7]. The parameter
with lowest test root mean squared error (RMSE) was chosen for
each experiment. Response variables were scaled by their maximum
value and features were L-2 normalized. Standard loss functions
for LASSO and ridge regression were used.
For autoregressive models, two parameters were set: the time
horizon and the autoregression length. A model with time horizon
h and autoregression length a predicts the response ŷt at timestep
t according to ŷt = α 0x t −h + α 1x t −h−1 + ...α a x t −h−a where α is
a coefficient vector for a particular timestep and x k is a vector of
auditory features at timestep k.
For brain data, h = 3 (three seconds) and a = 6 (six seconds).
This was constructed to capture hemodynamic lag, which is around
five seconds [50]. For SCRs, h = 20 (.5 seconds), a = 160 (4 seconds), consistent with [25], which says that SCR lags about four
seconds behind music. For HRV and heartbeat arrival KDEs, h = 10,
a = 80, to capture quick changes in heart rate and HRV (.25-4.25 seconds). [56] and [16] note that mood stabilizes in about six seconds
in music emotion recognition. We assume that emotion stabilization
in this task will be shorter than six seconds, as the songs we selected
are repetitive and contain more context than the clips used in MER
studies. We use h = 80 (two seconds), a = 80 (two seconds), to
capture latency in feeling and subsequently reporting felt emotion.
We conducted a grid search over tunable parameters for TPA.
Due to the time required to train this model with large attention
lengths, we used an attention length equal to half of the autoregression length described above. We tried a range of values for the
number of hidden units: 4, 16, 32, 64, and 256. We found that using
32 hidden units resulted in good performance and relatively fast
training times when predicting rated emotion in the happy song.
We tried learning rates 1e-4, 3e-4, 1e-3, 3e-3, and 1e-2 and found
that 1e-3 was the best learning rate when predicting rated emotion
in the happy song. These values were used for every experiment.
We normalized each time series by the maximum value in itself.
Lastly, we used the absolute loss function and Adam with a 10−3
learning rate. We used 3 layers for all RNNs, as done in [9], and
did not fix the trainable parameters to any specific number of units.
TPA was not used for neural responses, as there is not enough data
for the model to perform well.
For every experiment, the first 30 seconds of each song were
removed, ensuring that responses would be stable. Then, the last

Number

Feature Name

Description

1-13
14-26
27-39
40
41
42
43
47
48-59
61
63

1st-13th MFCC
1st-13th ∆MFCC
1st-13th ∆∆MFCC
Pulse Clarity
Brightness
Key Strength
RMS
Kurtosis
1st-12th Chroma
Compressibility
Spectral Flux

Timbre
Change in timbre
Change in timbre
Strength of beats
% of high-end frequencies
How likely a key is
Loudness
Change in spectrum
Strength of C, C#, D..., B
Complexity
Harmonic change

Table 3: STG - Test RMSE
Left

Right

SS

SL

H

SS

SL

H

AVG
LASSO-T
Ridge-T
LASSO-VAR
Ridge-VAR

.311
.310
.310
.311
.364

.296
.288
.287
.268*
.270

.383
.383
.382
.359*
.364

.339
.324
.327
.291*
.380

.311
.282
.324
.273*
.279

.416
.408
.416
.379*
.379*

Features

N/A

40,43

4

43,51

40,43

4

Table 4: Heschl’s Gyrus - Test RMSE
Left

Right

SS

SL

H

SS

SL

H

AVG
LASSO-T
Ridge-T
LASSO-VAR
Ridge-VAR

.335
.307
.330
.289
.281*

.253
.230*
.230*
.258
.306

.277
.262
.271
.223*
.307

.269
.269
.270
.287
.286

.253
.248
.250
.242*
.243

.199
.194
.196
.173*
.176

Features

40,41

40,43

4

N/A

40,43

37,40

20% and the first 20% of these clipped songs were used as test sets
and the other 80% of each song was used as training sets, resulting
in two “folds.” Features with statistically-significant coefficients
(p < .01) in both folds of the best-performing model are listed as
important in predicting responses. In the event that more than
three features are listed, we only report the three most significant
features.

5.1

Phase Synchronizations

5.1.1 Predictions. We found that LASSO-VAR was generally the
best model for predicting phase synchronizations using auditory
features. See Tables 3 and 4.
5.1.2 Relevant Auditory Features. Pulse clarity, brightness, and
RMS are particularly relevant features for predicting ISPS in the
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Table 5: SCR - Test RMSE

Table 7: Reported Emotion - Test RMSE

Sad Short

Sad Long

Happy

AVG
LASSO-T
Ridge-T
LASSO-VAR
Ridge-VAR
TPA

0.164
0.153
0.142
0.126*
0.128
1733

0.159
0.150
0.137
0.138
0.102*
1440

0.108
0.107
0.105
0.098*
0.136
1197

Features

43,63,49

40

61

5.3

Table 6: Heart Activity - Test RMSE (Entries × 10−1 )
KDE

Sad Long

Happy

AVG
LASSO-T
Ridge-T
LASSO-VAR
Ridge-VAR
TPA

0.213
0.215
0.215
0.214
0.225
0.035*

0.117
0.104
0.105
0.095
0.107
0.031*

0.0927
0.0920
0.0920
0.0907
0.0948
0.0342*

Features

17,35,47

21,37,55

6,21,39

Emotion Ratings

5.3.1 Predictions. TPA was the best model for predicting emotion
ratings using auditory features. See Table 7.

HRV

SS

SL

H

SS

SL

AVG
LASSO-T
Ridge-T
LASSO-VAR
Ridge-VAR
TPA

.253
.230
.240
.240
.218*
20.8

.186
.175
.175
.186
.173*
20.7

.541
.536
.545
.510*
.531
19.6

.924
.925
.923
.927
.928
42.6

.888
.888
.888
.890
.891
55.8

.918
.919
.914
.915
.914
12.9

Features

41,42

54,61

4

N/A

N/A

N/A

5.3.2 Relevant Features. We found that MFCCs, ∆MFCCs, and
∆∆MFCCs were used for predicting emotion in all songs. Additionally, kurtosis was a relevant feature for modeling emotion ratings in
the sad short song, and the 8th chroma was important for modeling
emotion ratings in the sad long song.

H

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Neural
We found that LASSO-VAR was generally best at predicting phase
synchronizations in the STG and Heschl’s Gyrus. This was expected:
we know from the literature that there is a delay between neural
activity and the hemodynamic response that is collected in fMRI, so
a model that accounts for this lag was likely to be best for prediction.
The features that contributed most to the best-performing models for the right STG in the sad short song were the 4th chroma
(the note Eb) and RMS. ISPS in the STG in both hemispheres were
best-modeled by pulse clarity and RMS in the sad long song, and
the 4th MFCC contributed to predicting ISPS in the STG in both
hemispheres in the happy song. This finding is supported in the literature [1, 51]. It is interesting to note that ISPS in the left STG was
difficult to model for the sad short song, maybe because the right
STG has been shown to be particularly correlated with processing
music [28].
Figure 3 shows LASSO-VAR’s predictions for the right STG in
the sad long song. LASSO-VAR’s predictions mostly overestimate
ISPS, but the predictions seem to follow the contour of the actual
values in the test set. Using pulse clarity and RMS from previous
timesteps as features, LASSO-VAR outperforms other models.
In the Heschl’s gyrus, pulse clarity, RMS, and the 4th MFCC
again contributed the most to ISPS. It stands to reason that RMS
would be an important feature for prediction, as it indicates how
“loud” a song sounds at a particular time. The 4th MFCC contributed
to modeling the ISPS during the listening to the happy song, indicating that subjects were responding to timbre features in the
lower frequencies.

Heschl’s gyrus for the sad short song and sad long song, while
MFCCs contributed to the LASSO-VAR model in the happy song. A
list of feature numbers with descriptions are provided in Table 2.
The left STG ISPS was very difficult to model in the sad short
song. However, the 4th MFCC contributed to VAR models predicting
ISPS in both hemispheres in the happy song, while pulse clarity
and RMS contributed to modeling the ISPS in the STG during the
sad long song. Chroma features were useful for modeling the right
STG in the sad short song.

5.2

Sad Short

Physiology Data

5.2.1 Predictions. We found that the VAR models were the best
models for predicting KDEs of SCR and heart beat arrivals using auditory features. Ridge-LS shared the lowest root mean squared error
(RMSE) values, but did not significantly outperform, the baseline
AVG model in HRV prediction. See Tables 5 and 6.
5.2.2 Relevant Features. Brightness, key strength, compressibility, and pulse clarity are particularly relevant for predicting the
heartbeat arrival KDE.
Heart rate variability was difficult to predict from auditory features: none of the models performed significantly better than the
baseline model, and we do not report any variables which contribute
to HRV prediction.
Chroma, RMS and spectral flux were useful for predicting the
SCR KDE for the sad short song, while pulse clarity and compressibility were useful in the sad long song and happy song, respectively.

6.2

Physiological

VAR models were found to be best at predicting SCR. Pulse clarity,
spectral flux, and the second chroma were strong predictors for
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Figure 3: Prediction vs. actual value of the ISPS in the right
STG in the sad long song. The predictions were made on the
first 20% of the song.

Figure 4: Emotion ratings for the sad short song. The signal
is not stationary, so models that use information of previous
labels, like TPA, will likely perform best.

SCR spike frequency in the sad short song. The second chroma
refers to the presence of the Db note, which is a dissonant note in
the key of the song. Pulse clarity was found to be a contributing
feature for modeling SCR in the sad long song. Compressibility
was found to be important in predicting SCR spikes in the happy
song. Harmony, dynamics, timbre, and rhythm all contribute to
physiological response.
VARs were also best at predicting the heartbeat arrival KDE. Key
strength and brightness (in the sad short song), the 7th Chroma and
compressibility (in the sad long song), and the 4th MFCC (in the
happy song) were predictive of heartbeat arrival. The 7th chroma
(the note F#) is dissonant in the key of the sad long song. Excitement
and stress in a song, which is linked to increased heart rate [6], can
be generated by loudness and rhythmic and tonal ambiguity.
There were no models that significantly outperformed the baseline model for HRV prediction. This may be because many of our
measurements were taken after half of the participants had already
heard the song before, which may diminish the effect of new or
unexpected musical events on participants’ reactions and responses.
Using an ultra-short-term measure of HRV may have also affected
these results. More subjects may be required for making improved
predictions about when subjects collectively experience a physiological response.
The TPA model performs very poorly on physiological data. This
could be due to several reasons: 1) the parameters may have been
set incorrectly, as TPA parameters were set using emotion ratings
for the happy song 2) the model could be overfitting, relying on
only previous response values as features 3) the attention length
was too short (it is one-half of the autoregression length in the
other models), so TPA did not have as much data to use as the other
models.

ratings. The sad long song is in G minor, so the presence of the
tonic note (G) is positively correlated with higher sadness ratings.
It is interesting to note that TPA and VAR models use different features for prediction. We found that LASSO-VAR was the
second-best at predicting reported emotions. In the sad long song,
compressibility and brightness contributed to the best LASSO-VAR
model. In the happy song, compressibility was helpful in modeling
emotion. This makes sense: stronger emotion is evoked by complex interplay of various musical components, and therefore, the
complexity of a music signal may be correlated with affect [29].

Music affects our bodies and felt emotions. In this study, we investigated how human brain, body, and emotions are affected by
music listening. By looking at eight human reaction modes within
three types of human response, we presented a more complete
picture of how music affects human experience. We applied a set of
multivariate time series prediction models to our response modes
using auditory features in sad and happy musical pieces as predictors. We presented the utility of using distributed lag models
in predicting these responses, compared performance of various
prediction models, and commented on what auditory features are
most relevant to predicting these responses. We hypothesized that
an attention model would perform best on these tasks, as they
can nonlinearly synthesize data from previous musical moments
to predict responses. However, attention models only performed
best at modeling emotion ratings; distributed lag models worked
best on involuntary human responses. This work offers a more
holistic picture of how we respond to emotional music and can be
used in music emotion recognition, music information retrieval,
neuroscience, and psychophysiology.

6.3

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

7

Emotional

TPA was remarkably good at modeling emotional response, perhaps
because it is not a stationary signal (see Figure 4).
The TPA models for each song leveraged previous emotion labels
to make accurate predictions, but several other features contributed
to the model. Most of the variables were timbral features, like
MFCCs, ∆MFCCs, and ∆∆MFCCs. Additionally, in the sad short
song, kurtosis was a relevant feature and in the sad long song,
the 8th chroma (the note G) was important for modeling emotion
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